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OCEANIA 2019 REVIEW - NSW perspective

What worked well

 Great areas and maps, including 2 new areas and 1 major re-map.
 Landowners were very helpful and supportive.
 Good planning and promotion lead to entry numbers well above expectations.
 Live streaming by Living-it-Live was “awesome”. The TV coverage and the commentary were

much better than usual at Australian events.
 Events were professionally run with great arena locations.
 Provision of shelters at Oceania Long, so spectators could sit in the shade and watch the

finish chute, Elite run-through and the big screen. Australian orienteering spectators will
always sit in the shade if it’s sunny. The layout of this finish area with the finish chute along a
valley was also excellent. It even had parking close by.

 Organising teams worked well together, in a spirit of co-operation.
 The fortnightly, then weekly tele-conferences were very useful for organisers. The software

used was FreeConferenceCall, it linked a number of callers and gave very good voice quality
although there was no video.

 Organisers had the ability to simplify certain ‘rules’ where appropriate. Example – no map
collection (except ASOC). This was debated amongst the organising group, and generally
Quarantine strategies were out in place where necessary. The operators of the ‘Big Screen’
were also asked to avoid showing courses until fancied runners had started.

 1:7500 map scale was welcomed by older age groups.
 The Quiz on the way to the start of Oceania Long Champs.

Opportunities for Improvement

 Bulletins issued too early, with significant errors (drafts should have been circulated for
checking).

 No overall planning timeline.
 On the day of the Australian Schools Long Championships, the computer systems at the

finish were shut down before all runners in the public race were accounted for. The
Controller on the day recommends:

o use a separate Check SI unit for each race (ie ASOC and Public) and these units must
be delivered to the Finish team as quickly as possible after the last starter has
commenced their course in each race.

o the Finish computer equipment must not be shut down until all competitors are
accounted for.

o ASOC team managers need to provide details of non-starters to both Start and Finish
areas as soon as possible on the day.

o Cross checking for double entries of schools team competitors in public races.
 Some Maps were printed ‘in house’ to reduce costs and their quality was only just adequate.

No proof printing of maps, which is an IOF requirement.
 At least one event had control circles and lines which obliterated underlying detail – more

cutting of control lines and circles was needed.
 Need for a separate Registration team was not identified at the start of planning.
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 Poor communications within the organising group early on, this did improve as the Carnival
approached.

 Local publicity for the Carnival was lacking.
 Competitors changing SI numbers caused delays, especially at the first event (Oceania Sprint,

>100 changes).
 Poor directions to events, with travel times not indicated. This complaint particularly applied

with Winona and Racecourse Creek.
 Finish team (CGS) had a heavy workload each day, then had to pack up and relocate ready

for the next day. They seemed to cope with this heavy workload.
 Insufficient water on courses, particularly the Long events (possibly a failure to allow for

high entry numbers). Water placements at Oceania Long also meant that many competitors
had to deviate from their route choice to get water – this contrary to OA Rules.

 Water supply at the Finish was complicated by an unworkable outlet from the water tank.
 The percentage of competitors who DNF’ed or were over 2 hours at the Oceania Long

Champs in W65A, M70A and M75A was high enough to cause concern. This attrition rate
raises questions in terms of safety and competitor enjoyment. W65AS and W70A also had a
moderately high attrition rate. W70A and W75A had very similar courses and the W75A had
a normal attrition rate. There were many very experienced and competent orienteers in the
classes mentioned who were affected. .

 Climb not stated for some events e.g. Oceania Long.
 Streamers at the start and Finish of the Oceania Long were confusing and unclear. This led to

one junior competitor going to the wrong start. At least one early finishing junior lost time
looking for the finish chute and then risked disqualification by not being able to follow the
marked route.

 Last-minute re-numbering and changes of courses caused a lot of confusion (apparently
occurred because of higher than expected entry numbers on some courses).

 Presentations took too long, need to streamline them (do them in groups, photo area
offline).

Organisational Structure

The organisational structure across 3 State Associations was very complex. It required active
efforts to identify relationships and to ensure there were no gaps – this generally occurred as all
parties had a common goal. The Carnival Director provided strong leadership.

Advantages: Ability to draw on resources and manpower from 3 states.
Day Organisers and Controllers had wide powers and used these effectively.

Disadvantages: the structure required regular, detailed communication between all parties.
Potential for issues to ‘fall through the gaps’
DO’s were unsure of budget and expenditure limitations.

A final comment from some course planners and controllers is that the Senior Event Adviser and
National Controller were not very responsive to requests to clarify Rules and technical questions.

Comments compiled by Robert Spry, with input from NSW organisers, competitors and helpers.
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